
Free (unlimited) Instagram 
followers/likes!	


	
 	
 1)  The first thing you need is Google Chrome, you can download it         
HERE 	


	
 	
 2)  We also need to install a proxy VPN, the best one for this         
method is HOLA, it is a Google Chrome extension, go to 
www.hola.org and click on ‘Start using Hola, it’s free’ after you  
have done that, a screen will pop-up, just click add to Google 
Chrome. 	


!
Ok, now you've everything done to get this working, we 

can start with getting free Instagram followers/likes!	

First of all you go to www.followfy.com/free-trial and you select what you 
want: Likes or followers. You fill in your Instagram username and a 
email address from www.fakemailgenerator.com . After you have done 
that, you click the CONTINEU button and you should receive an email 
to your fake email @the fake email generator. Copy-paste the link from 
the email in your browser and you should get 15 followers in a few 
seconds!	


!
Now the part why we need hola, because we want keep 
doing this!	

First of all you need to change your Instagram username (You can 
change it back later) example: If your Instagram name is JakkieJo you 
can change it in JakkieJo2 or whatever you would like to change it in. 
After you have changed your Instagram name you enable Hola by 



FIRST  
going to www.followfy.com/free-trial and activating HOLA by clicking 
on this thingy ->	


Now you can select a country by clicking on ‘More..’ and HOLA will use 
a random proxy IP from that country, for the followfy website.	


Now you just need to repeat all the things like you have done first, select 
what you want, likes or followers. Fill your changed Instagram name. 
Fill in your random generated email from the fake mail generator and 
clicking continue.	


You can keep repeating this, 
for thousands of followers/likes!	
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First of all you need to change your Instagram username (You can 
change it back later) example: If your Instagram name is JakkieJo you 
can change it in JakkieJo2 or whatever you would like to change it in. 
After you have changed your Instagram name you enable Hola by 
FIRST  



going to www.followfy.com/free-trial and activating HOLA by clicking 
on this thingy ->	


Now you can select a country by clicking on ‘More..’ and HOLA will use 
a random proxy IP from that country, for the followfy website.	


Now you just need to repeat all the things like you have done first, select 
what you want, likes or followers. Fill your changed Instagram name. 
Fill in your random generated email from the fake mail generator and 
clicking continue.	


You can keep repeating this, 
for thousands of followers/likes!	

!
Remember keep changing the ip with hola and keep 
editing your instagram name, also keep using another 
random generated email!	


If you have any questions about this, feel free to PM me 
on this site or add me on skype: divinitivegfx	



